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	Fast, focused review for the latest CompTIA Network+ Exam N10-005


	CompTIA's Network+ certification is the leading non-vendor networking certification in the world and has become the standard certification for networking professionals. Make sure you're ready for CompTIA's new Network+ certification (exam N10-005) with this new edition of Sybex's CompTIA Network+ Review Guide. This concise guide is efficiently organized by exam objectives and covers all five exam domains. The book also includes 50 chapter review questions, as well as access to two online practice exams, and much more. It's the perfect companion to Sybex's CompTIA Network+ Study Guide, Second Edition or any Network+ study tool.

	
		Helps students prepare for the leading non-vendor-specific networking certification, CompTIA Network+
	
		This new edition is fully updated for Exam N10-005, the latest revision of the CompTIA Network+ exam
	
		Conveniently organized by exam objectives for quick review
	
		Features Exam Essentials in each chapter to help you focus on what you need to know for the exam
	
		Provides access to practice exams, and other practice tools



	Review all Network+ Exam N10-005 exam objectives and reinforce your studies with CompTIA Network+ Review Guide, Second Edition.
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Implementing and Managing eGovernment: An International TextSage Publications, 2005
Check out the companion website at www.sagepub.co.uk/heeks 
Implementing and Managing eGovernment fills an important gap. It provides comprehensive coverage of the e-government issues faced by managers, consultants and other practitioners.

Richard Heeks draws on international examples to guide readers through...
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The Google Resume: How to Prepare for a Career and Land a Job at Apple, Microsoft, Google, or any Top Tech CompanyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Just so you’re clear: it was not my idea to give a talk to Microsoft Research. I had learned embarrassingly little about computer science in my 18 years of life, and the last thing I wanted to do is to have that exposed in front of a bunch of genius PhDs in MSR. But my manager thought it’d be a great...
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Web Dragons: Inside the Myths of Search Engine TechnologyMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
In the eye-blink that has elapsed since the turn of the millennium, the lives of those of us who work with information have been utterly transformed. Pretty well all we need to know is on the web; if not today, then tomorrow. Its where we learn and play, shop and do business, keep up with old friends and meet new ones. What makes it possible for us...
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Technical Analysis For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2011

	A simple, straightforward guide to the fundamentals of technical analysis


	Technical analysis is a collection of techniques designed to help people make trading decisions. Technical Analysis For Dummies, 2nd Edition explains the basic principles and shows you how to apply these principles in an approachable and...
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The Action PrinciplesAmerican Success Institute, 2000
A path to independence, success and happiness.  -- Dr. Denton Cooley, President, Texas Heart Institute

I love the Action Principles book!  -- Rev. David O'Connell, President, Catholic University

The Action Principles is an outstanding book that will benefit every reader.  -- Ross Perot     
...
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Image Analysis, Sediments and Paleoenvironments (Developments in Paleoenvironmental Research)Springer, 2005
Image analysis is concerned with the extraction of quantitative information from images
captured in digital form (Fortey 1995). Visual information has always played an important
role in the Geosciences — indeed, many disciplines rely heavily on the content of
images, whether they are sketches drawn in the field, or descriptions...
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